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Abstract – Influence of N+ irradiation (30 keV,
1016–1018 cm–2) on topography of a surface and structure ne�
arsurface layer of graphite is studied.

1.Introduction

For increase of adhesive durability of various type
coatings  to a surface of graphite, preliminary treat�
ment of a surface graphite by the charged particles
(electrons, ions, beams of plasma) is perspective. In
many cases such process treatment of a surface can
be combined with operation of deposition of a coa�
ting in vacuum.

In the present work influence of preliminary tre�
atment of a surface of graphite by ion beams (N+)  on
structure nearsurface layer and  topography of a sur�
face of graphite  is studied.

2. Materials and Research Methods

Irradiation of graphite by nitrogen ions carried
out by means of a plasma  ions source with the hol�
low cathode, developed in Institute of Electrophysics
UrD of the RAS [1]. The ion source worked both in
pulse�periodic, and in continuous modes of genera�
tion of a beam. The mode with duration of an impul�
se 1 mс and pulse density of a current 3 mА/cm2 was
used at a set of small dozes of an irradiation. Greater
dozes have been received in a continuous mode at
density of a  ion current of a beam ~ 0,3 mА/cm2.
The accelerating voltage is 30 kV. The doze of ions
varied from 1015 up to 5.1018 cm–2.

Topography of a surface of graphite investigated
by means of a scaning electronic microscope. 

The element structure nearsurface a layer was de�
fined by means of a RBS�method (energy  of α�par�
ticle, Ео=1,7 МeВ), dispersion corner θ=170°. Con�
centration of elements were taken from power spec�
tra of return dispersion by means of the program of
mathematical modelling SIMRA with a degree of
adjustment ¢2≥1. 

The sizes  of crystalline particle La and graphite
defined interplane distance d002 are determined by

means of x�ray diffraction (diffractometer DRON�2)
on the filtered copper radiation.

3. Research  Results and  Discussion.

With increase in a dose of irradiated ions depth of
penetration of ions increases for 10–15 % in compari�
son with the minimal dose of an ion irradiation (Fig. 1,
N+ 1015 cm–2) and reaches 80 nm at a dose 1018 сm–2. 

Fig. 1. Change of concentration of nitrogen in
graphite after ion irradiation

Fig. 2. Change of concentration impurities in a near�
surface layer of graphite after an ion irradiation

At a dose 1018 сm–2 oxygen and iron impurities are
observed in the nearsurface layer graphite from the
residual atmosphere vacuum system and because of
dispersion of electrode surface on which there is an
irradiated sample of graphite. Impurities were absor�
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bed on the graphite surface during ion irradiation
and then were mixed with ion beam (Fig. 2).

As a result of an ion irradiation (fig. 3) the inter�
plane distance d002 is characterized by two values
which occurrence is connected with a break of basic
planes of graphite and their partial displacement
concerning an initial condition with formation of
two planes of an interference (fig. 4). 

Fig. 3. Dependence of interplane distance d002 from a
dose of  ion irradiation

Fig. 4. Model of structure nearsurface  layer of graphi�
te after ion irradiation. A – the initial moment of an
ion irradiation( dose N+<1016 cm–2); B – structure of
nearsurface a layer after  dose N+ ≈2.1017÷1018 cm–2

Sharp distinction between two equivalent planes of
an interference is observed up to dozes
1018–2.1018 cm–2. The further growth of a doze N+ le�
ads to disappearance of these distinction and value d002,
most likely, corresponds to interplane distance a near�
surface layer which is being an amorphous condition.
With growth of a doze above 2.1017 сm–2 sizes  of cry�
stalline particle La decreases owing to possible destruc�
tion of communications hexagons and displacement of
basic planes of graphite rather each other (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Dependence of sizes  of crystalline particle La

as a function of  N+�ions dose

With growth of a dose of an ion irradiation the
quantity of craters on graphite surface are increased
(Fig. 6); at the same time the quantity of small cra�
ters (on diameter) are decreased, and  the number of
large craters are increased. 

Fig. 6. Topography of  graphite surface after an nitro�
gen ion irradiation. a – 1016 cm–2, with small craters;
b – 2.1017 cm–2, with large crater

By means of program Image Pro Plus 4.0 the es�
timation of changes of parameter La, on contrast of
dark and more light areas which correlate with struc�
ture of a surface is executed. With growth of a dose of
ion irradiation diameter of the ordered areas decre�
ases, the quantity of an amorphous phase collapses
and increases. The quantity of zones with crystal
structure (5.1018 сm–2) reaches the minimal value of
equal 5–10 %.

4. Conclusion

The topography of a surface, and structure near�
surface layer of graphite after low�energy N+�ions ir�
radiation are studied. The maximum depth of penet�
ration of N+�ions in graphite does not exceed 80 nm.
The mechanism of possible change of interplane di�
stance is offered. 
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